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It may be arQJed that the most consistently effective modus 

operandi in science has been the search for "elementary particles," a 

terminology -.rhich in this article will be used to denote any breaking 

down of a coL'lplex ayste::n into components '"hich individually exhibit 

behavior that is simpler and easier to comprehend. No physical laws 

ever have been formulated t:-.c:.t cnco:::pass aJl phenomena; .none are 

perfect. Yet, throuc;h all tl:e revolutionary changes undergone by 

science over the centuries a persistently successful theme survived 

until the nineteen thirties: Dec01:~pose the sir.lplest system recognized 

and you will find aimpler one::> beneath. 

Our purpose here is to review developments of the past three 

decades which sugcest that the capacities of this elementary-particle 

idea may finally have been e:-:."lausted, "'o/ithout the identification- of 

an ultimate set of primitive entities. If an _end to the elementary-

particle road really has been reac~ed, science must find an alternative. 

One possibility will be described.· 

THE DIIEMHA. 

The elementary particle idea collided in the late twenties 

with a combination of the two discoveries of'the century, the principles 

of relativity and of quantum mechanics. -It was thought at first that 

a means for resolving the conflict would emerge, and many physicists 

continue even today to seek a mechanism for compatibility,- but the 
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trend of both experiment and theory is to confirm the basic nature of 

the contradiction. 

How docs the difficu~.ty arise? In attempting to describe. the 

situation we are faced with the ser.:o.ntic prob] em unavoidable whenever 

fundamental concepts are called into question: The words available 

to us depend for their meaninG on an acceptance of principles that · 

may be wrong. The reader, therefore, r.rust be prepared to tolerate 

a low standard of precision in the'argument to follow. 

Roughly speaking, the combination of energy-mass equivalence 

" 
.from relativity and the uncertainty principle from quantum mechanics 

leads to the impossibility of localizing any particle within a region 

whose linear dimension :is smaller than ~ ;}(,A~c, where -fr is Planck's 

(quantum) constant, J.1 is the particle mass and c the velocity of 

light. Because 1'1' is very small and c very large, this limitation 

is of no consequence for· classical {macroscopic) physics and even 

ignorable for atomic physics, where the radius of the sr..allest atom 

is still about 100 times lareer than -rl,h·le.:ec , . Me..e be in~ the electron 

mass. It is legitimate, therefore, to speaK of .atoms as be~ue;, 

composed of nuclei plus electrons. ·For many atomic nuclei there is 

still a ractor of ten or more between the· nuclear radius and -i(~c , 

~ being the. mass of an individual nucleon (neutron or proton), and 

so we speak of nuclei as "composed11 of nucleons, but the day of reckoning 

was bound to come. The radius of an individual nucleon turns out to 

be of the same order of magnitude as the limiting size of the region 

within which less massive particles can be localized. Thus it becomes 

of dubious significance to speak of the nu~leon as composed of 11 Srnaller" 

particles·. 
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Even if the lL"nit had not been reached at this particular 

level of structure, the problem could not indefinitely pe avoided. 

Every step down decre.ases the s1ze of the system in question and . 

. increases the minimum spatial extension of the possible constituents 

if, as corur.on sense seems to derr.and, these become progressively less 

massive. 

Perhaps, then, the nucleon is.the final e~ementary particle 

•-the end product of centuries of search. Recent experhnental develop-

merits, to be described below, make such a status unlikely, but even 

before these experiments it was recognized that there was trouble with 

the idea that the nucleon should be atruly primitive object. The 
1 

difficulty is common to all stronely interacting particles, l-Thich as 

a class have been given the na..'7le "hadrons." Once again it- is the 

combination of relativity and c;.uantum mechanics that creates the dilemma1 

as ,.,e now attempt to explain. 

By definition every hadron is strongly coupled to certain 

combinations of other hadrons. That is to say,. for a hadron A 

there will exist transitions 

A-+ B+C+••• 

for which the quantum-mechanical matrix-element is large, even though 

under some circumstances there may be insufficient energy for the 

reaction actually to proceed. The principles of relativity allow any 

particle to be created or destroyed, provided only that conservation 
the 

of charge, ancular momentum, etc. is satisfied. Thus/quantum state 

representine a single hadron A necessarily will contain "components" 
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corresponding to hadron combinations, such as B + C + • •·• , that can 

have the s~e values as A of conserved quantum numbers. 

To take an cxa."llple, the quantum state representing the proton 

contains com~onents corresponding to a neutron plus a· positive pi-meson. 

Also represented will be a A-particle plus a positive K-meson, and so 

on. There is an infinite number of confiG-urations with the srune quantum 

numbers as the proton, althour;h the probability for a particular 

combination shouJ.d decrease as the sum of the constituent masses increases. 

In any event the important fact is that estimates of matrix elements 

coupling various conficurations to the proton shows their total 

probability to be so lare;e that they control the. observed physical 

properties of the proton. 

. By contrast one may hope that particles like the electron and 

the photon have a relatively simple description. Such non-hadrons 

are coupled to other systems only 1-reakJ.y; in consequence the notion 

of "elementarity" is not yet in deep trouble with the photon and the 

electron. 

The qualms concerning the status of the nucleon raised by general 

principles have been reinforced by the e>..'})erimental discovery of an 

enormous number of other hadrons, whose properties are so similar to 

those of the nucleon that common sense dernands them to be accorded an 

equivalent status. There now seems almost-sure to be an indefinite 

proliferation of such particles, the total established number increasing 

with time as the incenuity of experimenters increases. In any event 

the currently established number of hndrons is iro ridicu·lously large 

for them all to be accorded the status of "elementary." 

Physicists, then, have generally abandoned the idea th~t any 

i\ 
{I 

' \·../ 
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or the knmm hadrons is a "fundamental rn~r-cicle. II A way of thinking 

so frul tfuJ. fo:r so long, hm.,rever, cannot casually be dropped, and a 

vie;orous search coes on to' find ncvr entities which might be identified. 

as fundmr.ental constituents or nucleur :matter. Such sear<::hine is 

typified by the current attention to "quarks," the. momentarily 

fashionable candidates for such a role. ·.No one has ever seen a quar.k, 

a.nd there is uncertainty as to what, preCisely, is meant by this term. 

The unsophis't:l.catcd vie" is that quarl~s are particles carrying smaller 

units of conserved quantities(such as electric charge) than carried 

by ordinary hadrona--"hich are to be composed of quark combinations.· 

The proton, for exa.'Tlple, is supposed to consist of three quarks. This 

view, hvvrever, runs up against the e;eneral principles already discussed. 

In order for g,uarks to be tie;htly bound in thenecessary combinations, 

they themselves ;-rould be coupled strongly to other particles and would 

thereby acquire as much structure as any hadron. Put crudely, a quark 

would have to be as "large" as a proton. The very nature of strong 

interactions precludes simplicity for any participating particle. 

A more subtle attitude tovro.rd quarks is that in some sense 

they may be 11 fields" without particle manifestation. Hithno precedent 

for such a situation, however, and no consistent physical forn1ulation 

of the idea, one cannot discuss.it in a serious fashion. Quark fields 

have been formally useful in the description of certain symmetry 

principles-for hadrons, but it is possible to·describe these symmetries 

without speaking of quarks. The existence of hadron symmetries sheds no 

direct light on the existence of underlying fundamental hadronic fields. 
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_Theories ba.sed on a few fundamental fields had be.en intensively 

C. is cussed for decades before the introduction of .quarks. Always 

difficulties were encountered if the fields were "local," that is, 

if interactions ·were formulated as proportional to the product of 

different fields. at the same point of space-time. It appears that 

such "1ocality" comes into con!'lict with the combination of quantum 

and relativity principles discussed above. \·Then the field interaction 

is weak, as in electron:agnetism1 the conflict is sufficiently remote 

that the theory can yield useful physical predictions. For strong 

interactions 1 however 1 local coupling of fields has never been · 

formulated in an unambiguous fashion. Experience thus suc;gests that 

fundamental local-fields share the problems of elementary particles. 

Quark fields show no signs of being exceptional in this 'respect. 

There has been study of non-local fields, but this approach 

evades the issue. A non-local field has structure for which some 

explanation eventually must be found. In formulating a theory of this 

~tructure ,either through particles or fields, one w·ould return to the 

difficulties already outlined. 

AN ALTERNATIVE 

If the essential: character of strona interactions in fact precludes 

the existence of elementary constituents, how are we to understand the 

system of hadrons. l.'Jore and more, physicists are turning to the idea 

that self-consistency may be the l<ey. Severe restrictions on the 

interrelationship between hadrons have become recognized during the 

past l5 years, restrictions connected with very general principles 
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su.ch as relativity and causality. It has for some time been recognized 

that these restrictions are so pm.,rerful that, given the existence of 

certain hadrons, .the existence of other hadrmis is required. One does 

not yet knm-r ho\l far-reaching are these cons'traints, but it is 

conceivable tr.at they admit only or:c set of self-consistent hadrons, 

the set that we observe in nature. 

Such a possib~lity has enormous philosophical attractiveness, 

more than the elementary particle idea, ,.;hich ultimately leaves 

unexplained the.spccial chc.racteristics possessed by the basic entities. 

(Were quarks fundamental, for example, one would still have.to understand 

why these objects occur in triplets and not vrith some other multiplicity.) 

The self-consistency hypothesis makes it possible to imagine that for ·any 

hadrons at all to exist, the entire family must co-exist in a mutually 

supporting framework. Such a situation has sometimes been described. 

as a "nuclear democracy," no particle or group of particles occupying 

a truly central position. The mechanism of mutual support is often 

characterized as the "bootstrap." 

Unfortunately the bootstr~p problem by its very nature cannot 

be formulated in any mathematical framework familiar from previous 

physical theories because the number of degrees of freedom involved 

not only is infinite but in principle cannot be characterized·by any 

a priori counting procedure. In fact the very concept of number of 

degrees offreedom is incompatible with the essential bootstrap idea; 

that is, the existence of a definite way of counting implies the existence 

of elementary entities. If, therefore, the bootstrap notion is to 

develop into a real theory, a mathematical frar.1ework heretofore unknown 
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in phvsics.ulti~~tely must be introduced.· 

What temporary measures are being taken by bootstrap-oriented 

theoretical physicists to maintain fol"vard motion durine this a'vkward 

period? There arc two classes of activity. The first is the study of 

"bootstrap modelsJ" in vThich the number of degrees of freedom is 

artificially r.~de finite by. violatinG certain of the general relativity-

causality principles, but in which the participating hadrons are treated 

more or less democratically. Such models have been formulated by a 

variety of different techniques and have yielded the following 

encouraging indication: ~1ost of the observed hadrons can be associated 

with the existence of strongly attractive forces in particle combinationt 

having the same quantum numbe:::-s as the hadron in question and having a 

sum of masses fairly near -r.he hadron r.Jass. In other words one may 

· think :rouc;hly of such a hadron as beinG a "bound state" of these 

particle combinations. For co~binations whe:re forces are weak or 

repulsive one generally does not observe corresponding hadrons to 

exist. Unavoidably there occur particle combinations so complicated 

that assessment of the.forces becomes ambiguous} but the overall 

qualitative success of simple bootstrap models is impressive in 

dealing with the low-mass portion of the observed hadron spectrum. 

The total spectrum is almost certainly infinite1 however1 and 

its artificial truncation renders bootstrap models dynamically incomplete. 

{; 

Arbitrary parameters are needed to represent the influence of the neglected fr 

hadrons J and it has not been possible to establish the uniqueness of the ( .,.-
·(t' 

truncated spectrum. 
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The second approach is to study more and more deeply the 

implications Jor hadrons of generally~accepted principles of' relativity 

and causality. A large number of constraining relations either proved 

or conjectured to be exact have by now been developed. Such.relations 

inevi to.bly involve the complete spectru.·n, but through expressions 

which have an unambitJUOUs experimental meaning via the measurement-of' 

reaction rates. The es'sential point is that such rates are always 

described by anc.J.:y-t.5.c functions 'in vrhich individual hadrons appear 

2 
as poles·. Through the use of standard properties of analytic functions; 

therefore, the properties of individual poles a:::-e related to physically 

measurable quantities. (It is only throueh such analytic relations, in 

fact, that a preCise defini t1.on can be given to the properties of 

unstable hadronsJ \·rhich comprise the vast. majority.) Thus constraints 

on reaction rates, derived from relativity and 9ausality, imply 

constraints on the hadron spectrum. 

There seems no limit to the number of such presumably exact 

constraints, and the more they are studied the more physical content .. 
emerges. Without seeing where this road is destined to lead, there 

is nevertheless a hope that the essential mathematical content of the 

bootstrap idea may be discovered tlu:oue;h such studies. They have 

already led, for example, to the conjecture that all hadron poles in 

a nuclear democracy are connected py analytic interpolations in angular 

mon:entu.'Tl, the so_.called Ree;e;e trajectories. Uhether such a property 

implies a unique overall spectrum is far from being established. It 

is ro1so not k."lOi-m \-ihcthcr Hecc;e be:·.e.vior foJ.lm.rs automatically from. 

other ancl more GeneraJ. pr.inciplcs. 
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Tl1E FUTURE 

It is too soon to be certain that the elementary-particle 

approach is exhausted and far too soon to be sure that the bootstrap 

idea is the -r.rack of the :fut·,..rre. UJ.tir:.atcly, however, science r.ust 

ansvrer questior~s of "'llh:y?" 1 as vell as "How?" 1 and it is difficult to 

imagine answers that.do not involve self-consistency. \olhy is space 

three-dimensional? Why are physical laws relativistically invariant? 

Why do physical constants have values that mal':.e it possible to und.erstand 

sub-classes of natural phenomena ;.;i thout understanding all phenomena at 

" once? In other vo:::-ds, vihy is science possible in the first place? The 

existence of science r.e(1uires the concept of una:mbit,'Uous measurement. 

Yet the feasibility of measurer.:ent depends on detailed properties of 

matter, such as the existence of solids and the long-ranee forces of 

electromacnetisn and gravity. l-1atter must arrange itself in clu.-·nps 

sufficiently disconnected so that one clump can "observe" another. 

It is not even obvious that systems should necessarily exist with the 

necessary complexity to exhibit classical (as opposed to quantum) 

behavior. Uithout a classical limit, the notion of measurement becomes 

confusing--to say the least. 

The bootstrap idea for hadrons does not directly touch qn these 

profound questions but there is a similarity of spirit in concern for 

the notion that the laws of nature may be_ the only, possible lu,.,s. 

Perhaps we have reached the stage where major further procress requ~res 

us for the first time /to probe essential questions o'f self-consistency. 

P~rhaps the hadron di,lei:Jmn ·is the precursor of a new science .. so radically 

( J., 
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different in spirit from i.:hat i-Te have knOim as to be indescribable 

with existing la.JlCUC.Be. This nay turn put to be the ul tirnate signif-

icance of the present crisis for the. eler:-.cntary particle concept. 
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